For immediate release
CENTER THEATRE GROUP ANNOUNCES WEST COAST PREMIERE OF
“SPAMILTON” AT THE KIRK DOUGLAS THEATRE
NOVEMBER 5 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2017
The Hit Musical Parody will Launch its National Tour in Los Angeles
Center Theatre Group will produce the West Coast premiere of the hit musical parody
“Spamilton” at the Kirk Douglas Theatre. Presented as part of Center Theatre Group’s 20172018 season at the Kirk Douglas Theatre, “Spamilton” will run November 5 through
December 31, 2017, with opening set for November 12. The production will launch a
national tour with additional cities and dates to be announced. The rest of the Kirk Douglas
Theatre’s 2017-2018 season will be announced at a later date.
Created by Gerard Alessandrini, “Spamilton” celebrates and satirizes the Broadway
blockbuster with its versatile cast of five. The world premiere Off-Broadway production has
been extended three times and is now in its ninth smash month at The Triad and had LinManuel Miranda exclaiming, “I laughed my brains out!”
Marilyn Stasio of Variety mused, “Hip-hop, Broadway showtunes, Viennese waltzes —
is there anything this guy can’t write? No, not ‘Hamilton’ creator Lin-Manuel Miranda, but
Gerard Alessandrini, whose ingenious parody ‘Spamilton’ simultaneously salutes and sends
up Miranda and his signature musical.” And Ben Brantley said “This smart, silly and often
convulsively funny thesis, performed by a motor-mouthed cast that is fluent in many
tongues, is the work of that eminent specialist in Broadway anatomy, pathology and gossip,
Gerard Alessandrini.”
Following a run of packed audiences at The Triad on W. 72nd St., “Spamilton,” the
comedic musical take on all things “Hamilton” and Broadway, announced its move to 47th
Street Theatre/The Puerto Rican Traveling Theatre with performances beginning June 2,
2017. The show’s move puts it just a stone's throw from the theatre housing its inspiration
and main punchline.
In addition to the Off-Broadway move in New York City, the new production in Los
Angeles and the upcoming tour, “Spamilton” recently opened a production in Chicago.

-more-

“Spamilton” Announced for Center Theatre Group’s Kirk Douglas Theatre – 2
“We’re very excited about expanding the show a bit,” Alessandrini said. “We will also
be adding up-to-date references to “Hamilton,” Lin-Manuel Miranda, and their impact on
the current Broadway season. So look out Glenn Close, Bette Midler and Evan Hansen!”
Center Theatre Group, one of the nation’s preeminent arts and cultural organizations,
is Los Angeles’ leading nonprofit theatre company, programming seasons at the 736-seat
Mark Taper Forum and 1600 to 2000-seat Ahmanson Theatre at The Music Center in
Downtown Los Angeles, and the 317-seat Kirk Douglas Theatre in Culver City. In addition to
presenting and producing the broadest range of theatrical entertainment in the country,
Center Theatre Group is one of the nation’s leading producers of ambitious new works
through commissions and world premiere productions and a leader in interactive community
engagement and education programs that reach across generations, demographics and
circumstance to serve Los Angeles.
The season ticket on-sale date will be announced soon. For information about
“Spamilton” at the Kirk Douglas Theatre, please visit www.CenterTheatreGroup.org. For
complete performance schedules, tickets, and pricing for New York and Chicago, you can
visit www.spamilton.
The Kirk Douglas Theatre is located at 9820 Washington Blvd. in Culver City, CA
90232. Ample free parking and restaurants are adjacent.
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